2000 beetle transmission

Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. Fun and sporty! Please verify any information in question with St Cloud Hyundai.
Vehicle photos are representative of make model trim exterior color and interior color.
Additional equipment seen may vary. Click the window sticker button to see the full list of
included equipment. See dealer for details. Some rebates you must qualify for. Occasionally
pricing data errors and omissions may occur on various vehicles and offers. Upon notification
such errors and omissions will be promptly removed or fixed. Vehicle photos are representative
of make, model, trim, exterior color and interior color. Occasionally, pricing, data errors and
omissions may occur on various vehicles and offers. Upon notification, such errors and
omissions will be promptly removed or fixed. Come in and bid to get crazy deals! Come during
the week or early Saturday to sit in, start up, and inspect the vehicles before you bid. Gates
open at 9AM. You can even test drive this car to your own mechanic for inspection on weekdays
Mon-Fri. Its Manual transmission and Gas I4 2. We certify every vehicle for our confidence and
yours, in order to offer these exclusive warranties. If you don't like it, bring it back, exchange it,
that simple. At Rollit we don't pay our staff of transportation advisers commission. So feel free
to shop without pressure, they are here to help, that's all. Rollit Motors is founded on trust,
integrity, and respect. We are proud to offer these values in our sales and business practices so
our customers keep coming back. The vehicles on our lot have the best prices and quality in the
area, so come by and see us today! No hidden fees!!! No add ons!! What a deal!! Its Automatic
transmission and Gas I4 2. This fun to drive vehicle is 4CYL, 2. Come on down to our N
Freeway, Pueblo location today to test drive and make an offer on your next vehicle. We are
family owned and operated business for over 25 years with multiple locations across Colorado.
Let's help you with your next vehicle purchase. Vehicle is at our Pueblo Location We are excited
to offer this Volkswagen New Beetle. Exceptional in every sense of the word, this incredibly low
mileage vehicle is one of a kind. The quintessential Volkswagen -- This Volkswagen New Beetle
GLS speaks volumes about its owner, about uncompromising individuality, a passion for
driving and standards far above the ordinary. You can finally stop searching You've found the
one you've been looking for. We look forward to seeing you soon! Please call us for more
information. Description: Used Volkswagen New Beetle. Only 89, Miles! Speed-sensitive variable
intermittent windshield wipers, Roof mounted whip antenna, Remote pwr hatch release. It is
equipped with a 4 Speed Automatic transmission. The vehicle is Yellow with a Black interior. It
is offered As-Is, extended warranty is available. Loaded with power options and so much fun to
drive. Fast and tight. Typical German car feel!! None will compare to this Bug anywhere. Ready
to turn key and drive. Only driven 3k miles per year!! Stock We are a Carfax Advantage dealer.
Carfax certified with buyback guarantee. Has just gone through pre-sale inspection smog safety
and certification. Call directly between 10am and pm Monday through Saturday in Escondido at
We are located at West 3rd. Ave Escondido Ca. We are happy to answer any questions you may
have. We are a family-run business and have been owner-operated for over 30 years. You are
purchasing this vehicle from a licensed bonded source with the assurance of a full mechanical
inspection smog check and certification upon delivery! This is not a risky private-party
purchase without recourse. You can meet the owner directly have peace of mind and the
assurance of a physical presence. Check the rest of inventory online at Prices and payments
including the amount down payment do not include tax titles tags documentation charges
emissions testing charges or other fees required by law or lending organizations. All vehicle
specifications prices and equipment are subject to change without notice. Very low rates
available and 72 Month term O. Bad Credit OK! Trades are welcome. Many forms of payment are
available. A purchaser is welcome to check out our vehicles as much as they like onsite. Our
last test drive is at and we close at Monday-Saturday unless otherwise scheduled with sales.
Please stop by friendshipauto. Drive Wheel Configuration: front wheel drive. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles
for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price
and Payment Loan Price. Type Convertible 29 Hatchback Trim 2. Engine and Drivetrain
Transmission Automatic 57 Manual Engine Type Gas 6. Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive Cylinders 5
cylinders 6. Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price drops. Recently
added listings. No accidents. Not provided. Showing 1 - 18 out of 87 listings. Overall Consumer
Rating. Good if you take care of it. My mom actually bought this car a year , and bought it in
From the start, it was making a very loud noise from the engine, til i figured it was the air pump.
So we replaced that and it takes off very fast! I have seen some reviews on this car, and i do not
think this car gets the good reviews it deserves. If people actually take care of the problem and
know exactly what it is, then it will be good to you. Anybody could buy a car brand new, but
eventually it will need to be fixed, and something will break down. This car is running good and
fast even after soo long. I could say that interior is cheap, but just driving this is very cool. Read

more. Read less. Sign Up. Is it time to move on? The complete details of all recalls are listed
below, along with what they cover and the recommended solutions. Recalls don't cost you
anything to get fixed, but most are time-limited, so if your car is affected you should call your
local Volkswagen service department immediately! A failure of the timing belt may cause the
engine to shut down, potentially increasing the risk of a vehicle crash. Decreased lighting
visibility may result in a vehicle crash. Without the amber side reflex reflectors, the lighting
visibility may be affected, possibly resulting in a vehicle crash. Without the amber reflectors, the
vehicle will be poorly illuminated, possibly resulting in a vehicle crash without warning. The
brake lights could become inoperative, or remain on. Failure to provide the proper signal when
braking could lead to a crash without warning. If this happens, the brake lamps could become
inoperative; or the lamps could come on and stay on, even though the vehicle is parked. These
vehicles were not marked or described as required by the standard. It looks like you're new
here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or
Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:.
What Edmunds Says Pros. November I have a Beetle with only miles. There are at least 40
others in the past year that have also had the same problem. And they all have the same
transmision and the same problem showing up. When the dealer checked the computer codes
for this. VW of america said to replace the Value body of the transmission. To much for a
problem that will be recalled someday soon. Took the car to a local mechanic. He drove the car
and believes that the problem is a solenoid or perhaps a computer needs re-setting :surprise: ,
not the entire transmission. He is looking at the car this morning and will call me this afternoon
to let me know. In any event, he laughed when I told him what the dealership wanted for a
transmission. I agree with all the posts. VW should do something about this issue. Sadly,
injuries and lawsuits will probably have to occur first. I'll post another update when my
mechanic calls me back. I would love to hear what the mechanic says I'll use what he says in
negotiations with my dealer. You're not in the DC area by any chance, are you? It's the
transmission. My mechanic tells me VW won't release the parts to the aftermarket and that's the
reason for the exorbitant cost. I have no problem fixing it, it's just the price is outrageous. And
it's a much abused as well. Nope, I'm in the Birmingham, Al area. And I'm just sick about this I
just cannot justify pouring that much money into the car. I hope that VW does something soon. I
cannot believe that the NTSBA is seeing all these complaints and not planning on doing
anything about it all! Be sure that a complaint is filed and you can follow up to see that they
posted it also. Thanks for everyone's post on this issue. I too have fallen victim of the latest
transmission problems I am reading in the blogs. I have a VW Beetle with 70, miles in
immaculate condition and experoencing jerkiness in the transmission as well. I finally called a
third VW dealer and the sales rep was honest enough to tell me that VW Beetle has a sealed
transmission and the fluid never needs to be replaced. He told me that he already had 5
transmissions waiting for repair. Seems amazing to me that all of us have this same problem
and they havent done anything about this! This is rediculas!!! People are wasting their hard
earned money on a problem that VW already knows is taking place!!! Step up and do the right
thing Volkswagan!!! I have had it about three months. It is a 5 speed and when you put it in
reverse it sticks and you have to hit it out, my car was over charging the battery so acid was
going everywhere, the glove boxs it broken, my tail light wont fit back in places since the light
when out, i have to replace all four spark plugs and wires and it still putts every once in a while
when it idols and the check engine light comes on at least once a week. Also have a 99 GLS 2.
Stepped on gas and said wheres the movement. Suddenly tranny jerked and slowed down. Read
the thread here and decided against taking it to dealer. Please be sure to complain to the
National Highway Transportation Safetly Board like the rest of us have! One way to hopefully
get things resolved, Thank you :mad:. Well, I seem to be experiencing the same type of issues
as everyone else here. My 6spd auto beetle ran over a block of wood several months ago and
the transmission started playing up a month or so later. The garage, who have serviced it since
new, said the transmission sump was damaged, and this was repaired by my insurance
company. However this did not resolve the transmission issues and we took it back to the
garage multiple times with jerky changes, flaring etc. Finally a mechanic took it for a drive and
experienced it for himself. We had purchased a mechanical warranty on the car so it should
have been covered whether it was accidental damage or a mechanical issue. When it was taken
apart the accident assessor looked and said, no, it was not a result of the original accident. So
we lodged a claim with the Mechanical Insurance Company. We had the repair done while
waiting for them to make up their minds on the claim How often does the valve body fail? We
now have to take both insurance companies to the Insurance Ombudsman here and get them to
sort it out, which could take months. I would still file a claim with the National Transportation
Safety Board too. Sorry to hear about this and best of luck! If you are engaging in a class action

suit against VW regarding their POC car, especially the transmission, please count us in. We
have an '05 new beetle :lemon: convertible 6 spd AT tiptronic which suddenly developed the
shifting problems I have been reading about. Dealer, who treated us like pariahs and POS's,
tried to tell us first it was a computer module that "learned" how the driver drove and adjusted
the transmission to each driver. Too bad I wasn't wearing my hip boots at the time. Then he
tried to tell us the transmission simply had too many miles on it at 82K miles. My response was
that we have an '87 Pontiac Firebird at home which is getting ready to turn K miles and runs just
fine. After that they left us sitting for over 90 minutes, ignoring us and hoping we would go
away. The car is such a piece of junk VW did not even want to take it in trade on a new vehicle.
VW corporate was no help either, just a "we're sorry to hear that you're having problems".
Bottom line, we have been telling everyone who will listen what a supreme POC this car is and
what a myth the legendary German engineering is also. I have also in the last few days written
to our entire congressional delegation house and senate as well as the NTSB and CPSC asking
why there has not been any government pressure to force a recall on an automobile which is
obviously dangerous. My wife was nearly killed when her car stopped dead in the middle of a
left turn at an extremely busy intersection one day. After fifteen seconds it decided to move
again, but by then the lights had changed and she found herself charging into oncoming traffic;
of course, she had no other place to go, couldn't stay where she was and couldn't back up. We
bought this car two years ago used, and I cannot tell you how many problems, major and minor,
we have had with it. Just to list a few: 1. Front bumper passenger side air bag sensor corroded
out. Front running lights in bumper skirt fell out. Right front wheel well skirt fell out at speed,
causing wife to almost lose control of vehicle. Front seat belt force response sensors went bad
and had to be replaced. Floor mat locks broke, causing floor mats to slide up under brake pedal
and accelerator. Very exciting for the rear seat passengers at the time. Don't get me started
about the cup holders for the munchkins from Oz. Right front headlight locking ring failed,
causing assembly to fall out; fortunately was standing still at the time. Transmission control
module failed; had it replaced; but didn't solve the problem. No way to check the transmission
fluid; you have to take it to the dealer. Transmission shift control failed; diagnosis called for
transmission replacement. So by all means please include us in any updates, correspondence,
or whatever if you are going to pursue this. Everyone on this list serve should write to their
congressional delegation, the local press, anyone who will listen, because the only thing VW is
going to respond to is bad media coverage and government pressure. Maybe we should also all
write to Ralph Nader. This has been a very serious condition for many people. Someone on here
mentioned a class action lawsuit however another person also mentioned that the only people
who benefit from that are the lawyers. Idk, I will also write in to others that you have. Going to
have to do alittle homework on that one. I think calling the local papter wouldnt be a bad idea
either. People are spending money trying to fix something and these repair ppl act like they
havent got a clue why it does this, Yet they do!!! That makes me so Mad. Taking are hard earned
money and not fixing this problem!!! I also have a list of repairs I have done. Interior that peels!!
Come on!!! Rediculas :mad:. Still working through our issues with insurance coverage. The
mechanical policy rejected the claim because the ATF Filter was damaged, which they maintain
had to have been caused by the accidental damage to the sump as it could not have been
caused by any other means. Does anyone know of anyway that the ATF fillter can be damaged
due to the underlying issues with the VW transmission? The accident insurere is turning the
claim down because of the kinown issues with VW Beetle transmissions, they are saying that
the valve body problem we had is common and not caused by the accident. The quote from the
mechanical warranty assessor is "The transmission pan was replaced due to being damaged,
the transmission fluid was "very black and had a strong odour. The ATF Filter was found to be
damaged and this could only have been as a result of the damage to the sump and would have
allowed contaminants to be washed through the valve body and internals of the transmission.
After reading through all of these posts and almost getting rear ended today because my baby
couldn't decide which gear to choose -- something has to give. I don't think I should need a new
transmission at 80, miles. Especially considering my car has only been serviced by my VW
dealership. It would seem that any problem resulting in something as traumatic as a new
transmission should have been foretold by something that they should have seen. After I've
composed my letter, I'll set up a facebook group and post here to let everyone know. This is
absolutely ridiculous. Surely, if we all start screaming, someone will hear us before one of us is
seriously hurt. December I know I am crazy, but I am going to take my wife's Beetle to dealer in
a few minutes. I have already filed my complaint, but I will get a quote for the repairs and repost.
So far I have to agree, what a POS. Ok, here is my bad news, took it in, they had a quote by
noon. I bought this new for my wife off the showroom floor at the same place in It has miles on
it. I do not want to add the cost up per mile to have owned this POS. Anyone have any ideas on

how we can get some pressure applied Wrote my congressmen too I am hoping to trade it off
this weekend because I can not take another day of wondering if I a going to get hit in this
stupid car that I paid dearly for. But to my point. I live in North Georgia and I heard some news
this morning. I believe the Beetle is going to be discontinued from VW in the next year or so. I
don't know if this is good or bad for us beetle owners. But if I am not mistaken, they are only
going to make 3, couple and convertiable in the light blue which is the color I have when they
discontinue them. Let me know if anyone else has heard this news. You're right, they are
discontinuing the car. Maybe because of all the transmission issues? Hello Everyone.. I have a
Beetle with 97K on it, auto transmission. The transmission is junk. I wrote VW a letter and told
them that they not only have a coil problem, but they should do the right thing and fix all the
transmissions. I am not spending 7K on a transmission. Luckily it is a third car for us so we are
not stranded. I went ahead and changed the transmission fluid even though it has the so called
lifetime fluid, what BS is that, and not even a dip stick to check level. My mechanic said that
there was a lot of brass in there which is from the disks. Have not put any miles on it yet, but do
not expect it to have fixed anything. I will be joining the fight here, count me in against VW. Well
everyone I found the time to trade mine in. I found someone that was willing to trade it and
opted for the car of the year Ford Fusion. I hope everyone can continue to fight the fight and get
there cars fixed. I just could not continue to drive it and worry about myself and children in this
POS. If I can still help with the fight I will. My bank stated that another customer was trying to
buy one and I asked then to let the person know what problems they were getting into. Anything
I can do to help someone else. My friends beetle is also setting because of her transmission.
Good luck to all. Also everyone. A thought. If the transmission cost more than what the car is
worth can your insurance company not do something about it. Is that not the same as if it is
totaled out. I know the value of these cars has dropped and mine was worth about what the
transmission was worth. It now has 80, miles and has had several issues. Come to find out all
the issues are all very common. First the fuse box on top of the battery burns up. Now the check
engine light is on and it was stuck in first gear. Engine light is off for the moment but I am
scared that they only cleared the codes and not actually fixed a dang thing. What if the
transmision freezes again while going 70 mph on the hwy? Somebody Let me know if I should
file a complaint. Just scheduled the estimate on replaceing the transmission in my Beetle. I
have 59,k miles. I have been reading about the problems everyone else is having with this
product. I am planning on telling everyone I know, to never by a product from Volkswagen. The
service tech was "shocked" that I was having problems with my transmission and even said it
was " a bit early for that". I doubt I will What is the link to the NTSB.. I found the ntsb info in
bloggs on this site. I have a daughter too and it totally sucks to have problems with a car that
should not have any issues. OK so now I see everyone is having the same problem I am having.
I have a Beetle with a transmission problem the car only has 48, miles on it. When car is not
warmed up for 15 minutes it will not move in reverse or even in gear. When warmed up it slips
like crazy. Can this car need a new tranny already. Don't know what to do? Do i go to
Volkswagon or try another repair shop. Any suggestions? Where do you file a complaint? I first
brought mine to the dealer, since at 87, miles thought they should at least see what was going
on. They diagnosed it incorrectly, after paying, I then took it to the local aamco VW North
America stated that I should save all receipts After two months of no car, I now have the car and
it is running great! I would very much like VW to reimburse me for that???!!!! My car is "just too
far out of warranty" for any other assistance. The nice lady was sympathetic to my plight, but I
really needed VW to help me. My husband can handle the sympathy part. I guess a down
payment is better than nothing, but my car is paid for. Realistically, I know that's probably the
best I'm going to do but it still stinks. In the grand scheme of things, how much would it really
cost VW to replace my transmission? Maybe some cash, but their return would be a very
satisfied, vocal customer. Also, after doing some research on the VW brand, it appears they all
have a similar problem. So why would I buy another VW? At this point a motorized scooter is
looking pretty good. The attorneys would benefit more than the classes would. The safety folks
won't force a recall until someone dies. I included a link to this thread in my letter, perhaps they
will monitor it. Not sure what good that does, but I'm grasping at straws here. I haven't heard
anything in response to my letter from the local dealer, but they probably figure the response
from USA settles it. I really, really miss customer service. I'm waiting for my formal letter from
VW before I decide how to proceed. VW Germany? Maybe give Chevrolet a chance to shame
VW? Maybe rent a billboard to show my displeasure with VW? Dianne :sick:. The beetle
convertible has been my biggest nightmare. Do not buy this vehicle! You will waste a lot of time
dropping it off to the dealer for repair after repair. And it the same repairs over and over and
over. VW will not acknowledge they have an issue with a part, it doesn't matter how many times
they will just keep replacing a faulty part with another defective part. Window regulators will

become your car's new middle name! I also have a VW new beetle convertible and have reached
a point that I just want to spread the word as to my dissatisfaction so nobody has to go through
what I have. My transmission has been replaced, my window regulators 16 times, my
convertible top 3 times, the brake lights, the trunk switch, the airbag faulty, need I go on? They
do not stand by their product in the least! My vehicle has spent days off and on at the VW dealer
for repairs! And VW could care less! I just sumbitted a claim to BBB and am contacting an
attorney. January Purchased a used beetle turbo automatic trans for my daughter. It was stuck
in 3rd gear and I had a check engine light. I read the code Transmission solenoid pressure
valve. If you manually shifted from 1st to 2nd to 3rd it would work normally. Took it to the dealer
here in GA. They called me the next day and told me the transmission is bad. I asked what they
based that on and the service manager told me it was based on the dark color of the oil. I asked
if they read the trans code or performed pressure tests or any other diagnostics and he said
trust me the trans. I picked it up and brought it home. Investigated it more, bought a repair
manual and decided to replace the wire harness that goes into the trans case and replace one
solenoid in the transmission control valve after removing the control valve and testing each of
the 7 electrical solenoids on the trans. Found one with with different OHM value from the others.
Put it back together and tested it. It still had the same trouble until I cleared the code, then it
worked perfectly. Perhaps since it was a safe mode condition the code had to be cleared before
it would function properly. It seems many people get burned with the cost of a new trans. I was
fortunate to have the background to do this myself. Why do they get all that training if they don't
use it?? It had the same problems everyone else's car did: hard shifting with banging, etc. The
mechanic put my car on the computer and said that the transmission wasn't reporting any
errors, but that the valve body was broken. The valve body is PART of the transmission, but not
the entire transmission. He warned me that if they took the transmission apart and it was
broken, they would need to replace it, but he didn't think that would be the case. Fortunately,
my only issue was the valve body. That sucks! A certified VW mechanic said online that many
VW dealers are making people replace their entire transmission when it's just the valve body
that's broken. If you take your car in for repair, make sure you ask the service rep whether it's
just the valve body that is broken. Shame on those VW dealers who are shystering their
customers! This is exactly what happened with my transmission. The valve body was screwed
Finally managed to get an insurance payout as the damage to the valve body was possibly
caused by an accident which damaged the pan and the filter. I have now, reluctantly put my
beetle cabriolet on the market, it is running beautifully now, but I am worried that something
else will go wrong Luckily mostly covered by the mechanical warranty we purchased with the
car, but that runs out in May and I don't think I want to own it after that!! While I love driving it, it
is the most expensive car to repair that I have ever owned. Interestingly enough I had no idea
what that meant until today. After reading some of the recent posts, I decided to experiment. I
have driven the car off and on today and experienced NO problems. I used the manual shift
option tiptronic part? It's been fun, I've never driven a car with a manual transmission. So,
maybe I'm crazy, but it would seem if I needed a new transmission the gears wouldn't shift
easily regardless of what I did. No hesitations, no jerking expect for downshifting, but that's
because I don't know what I'm doing. In any event, I've ordered a handy dandy VW repair
manual, it should be here by the weekend. My husband he's built several cars is convinced he
can fix the problem. I'll report back, am crossing my fingers and toes!! I truly love my car. MAY
of I went to a local dealer here in clarksville, tn. Gary Mathews VW. First thing the car had under
60, miles and they didn't give us any kind of warranty what so ever. But this was my wife's
dream car so i bought it any ways. I am a jack of all trades I work on everything with a motor.
Well first thing was had to buy tires the same month I bought the car. The dealer tried to charge
me for a crash sensor that was recalled to be installed 5. Ordered one on Ebay thought maybe I
would get a good one well no same problem i used it though cause i needed her window up well
it broke too. VW wanted over for it cost there brand new and warrantied. Well needles to say
they did a recall for the same problem the beetle is having on the Jetta. But not the Beettle. Now
to 6. The Torreck B transmission switch is bad well that is what the dealer from my hometown in
ohio said. The car will sometimes bang in to gear and also the car will get stuck in what ever
gear it is in sometimes and the little squares will be over ever gear on the dash which indactes
transmission malfunction. They said it is due to the trip tronic switch toreck B switch I ordered
it for 30 from the same company but the dealer will have to install it cause i dont have any way
to get trans oil back in it. The water temp light Blue will randomly come on at times not all the
time but sometimes for a while and will go back off at times, UGHHHH I traded my near paid off
car that had no issues for this heap of junk :mad:. My only question to u. Besides it should of
been checked out by a reputable vw mechanic. Lastly, the dealer must give at least a 7 day
warranty or u think warranties are for jerks. LOL okay so I bought the car for my very eger wife. I

called to have my transmission flushed and new fluid plus tax. Back in my home of record OHIO
WOW why dont you do what I should have done and read reviews on the place that raped me.
And no I did not get it for the LOW as you would say i paid for it if that is low tell me where you
work. I am in the Army and unfortunitly I do not just throw around. And a 7 day warranty what
state are you from? I did not have any issues until about a week and a half later. We have two
vehicles and I have only put or so miles on it in 2. O by the way today the check engine light
came on saying the coolant system malfunction. Well anyways I posted to talk about my Junk
VW like the others here did. Not to talk about others. WOW why don't you do what I should have
done and read reviews on the place that raped me. I am in the Army and unfortunately I do not
just throw around. About 4 or 5 months ago a person sent out a message about filing a class
action suit. I know at one time I sent a note saying I was interested in placing my name on that
list, but I have yet to see anything. Has anything started? I have been driving my vw, with the
new transmission, for a couple of months now, and it has been great I want a bumper sticker
that says "it may be cute, but ask me about the new transmision" Had the banging into gear
problem into the dealership repair over the course of a few years. Sometimes it would go away
and then return. They kept putting me off. On one visit after I was told that it was OK I asked to
take a test drive with the mechanic. We drove awhile and the dame thing was shifting fine! Then
we went around a turn and it slipped and banged so hard that guy smacked his head on the
rest. Now I have the electrical problems. Not to be the bearer of bad news, but trust me, I have
had 2 of them. The problems will continue, I also got a new transmission but the problems
started a few months later and VW will continue to say there's nothing wrong! I have had the
same problem with my nb. Spoke to anyone who would listen at vw of america. The dealer says
they do not repair only replace. My car is running better than when it was new. Defenitely will
not buy another vw since they don't have any product integrity. Hope this helps a little. Thanks
for sharing Glad you got them to replace the valve body instead of the transmission. My car
runs MUCH better than it ever did. I agree with you I wonder if the problem has been there all
along. Even my friends have commented about how much better the thing runs. Interesting to
hear that we had exactly the same experience with exactly the same car mine was a New Beelte,
too. Yeah we did the same thing and I thought the same way you did. My triptonic worked well
for a while but after a bout a month we began to have the same issues not going into gear or
jerking when we shifted. I have thought about starting with the sensors first then valve body if
that doesnt work. I wish your husband the best of luck. Sign In or Register to comment. Search
Go. You can edit the name of your vehicle by clicking the pencil icon on the right. Something
went wrong. Please try again. Select Your Vehicle Below:. VIN Go. No vehicles found. Select
your vehicle below:. Home Volkswagen Beetle You chose your Volkswagen Beetle for all the
same reasons you choose Genuine Volkswagen Parts: because no other brand can match the
performance, style, and precision of Volkswagen. Whatever kind of drive is your style â€”sporty
performance, sophisticated luxury, or simple joy in the journeyâ€” shop our nationwide network
of Volkswagen Parts dealers, and your VW Beetle will always impress. Your Nearest Dealers.
Quirk Volkswagen of Manchester. Distance: 0. AutoFair Volkswagen of Nashua. Distance: 8.
Commonwealth Volkswagen. Distance: Enter your zip code: View More Dealers. Select a
Volkswagen Beetle Trim Level. GL Hatchback. Select a Category. Popular Products Quick Buy.
It's tough to enjoy the road ahead if you can't see what's coming. As one of the most crucial
safety features of your Volkswagen, it's important to make sure that your wipers are regularly
maintained and functioning correctly. Genuine Volkswagen Windshield Wipers and Wiper
Blades are precisely designed and manufactured to provide factory-grade cleaning of and
debris removal from your windshield. If you've noticed your wipers chattering, streaking or not
making full contact with your windshield, it's time to replace them with Genuine VW Windshield
Wipers. Quick Buy. Neither you nor your VW can operate at a peak performance if you're not
breathing clean air. When it comes time to replace your VW's engine air filter or cabin air filter,
trust Genuine VW Air Filters to restore factory-grade breathability to your engine and cabin. By
filtering dirt, dust and other debris from reaching your engine, you're helping to keep your VW's
engine running at peak performance for miles to come. And by filtering the same dust and
debris from entering your vehicle's cabin, you're helping to maintain your VW's premium cabin
comfort for both you and your passengers. Volkswagen Accessories. Car Care. Keep your
Volkswagen Beetle in the same pristine shape as it was the day you drove it off the lot with
Genuine Volkswagen Beetle Car Care Products. Shop Car Care. Comfort and Protection. Make
yourself comfortable and keep your Volkswagen Beetle protected from the rigors of daily use
with Genuine Volkswagen Beetle Comfort and Protection Products. Shop Comfort and
Protection. Never drive unplugged unless you choose to with these Genuine Volkswagen Beetle
Communication Accessories are designed to work perfectly in your Volkswagen Beetle. Shop
Communication. Sport and Design. Add your own personal touches or achieve a sportier stance

with Genuine Volkswagen Beetle Sport and Design Accessories. Shop Sport and Design. Leave
nothing you need for outdoor adventuring behind with Genuine Volkswagen Beetle Transport
Accessories. Shop Transport. Make a dramatic enhancement in the profile of your Volkswagen
with a change of wheels. Shop Wheels. VW DriverGear. More than hats and tees, discover it all.
About About VW. Legal Policies Internet Based-Ads. Links Dealer Login. Data Agreement
Unless otherwise indicated, all prices exclude applicable taxes and installation costs. Although
we endeavour to ensure that the information contained on the website is accurate, as errors
may occur from time to time, customers should verify any information in question with a dealer.
We are not responsible for any errors or omissions on this website. Photos are for illustration
purposes only. There may be some variances between the photos shown and the actual
product. Product appearance and specifications are subject to change without notice. Some
items may be unavailable for or incompatible with certain trim levels and models. It looks like
you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign
in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums
by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. March edited May in Volkswagen. Recently it sat for a month
with a dead battery. When I charged the battery and began driving it i had transmission
problems. At forst it would be shifting through 2nd and 3rd and would slip sending the rpm's up
to M. After talking with several mechanics they said the computer needed to re-learn how to
shift and to continue to drive it unless it worsened. It seems to have gotten better, but now
when I go from park to drive it does not want to engage about half the time unless I take it to 3rd
and back to drive. It feels like the shifter is the problem because you can move it up slightly
from 3rd to drive and it will catch. August My speedometer struggles to show accelaeration past
50 mph. It is a volkswagon automatic beetle. It is about 2 years old. There are no problems with
acceleration or shifting gears. So far, the dealership has reported that a speed sensor and an
instrument cluster replacement have not fixed the problem. Does anyone have any
suggestions? I told the dealership of this problem and they said the mech. Will it does not
happen all the time, maybe a few times a month and I have had a few scary situations and told
the dealership again, and again the same excuse! I am scared to drive my car and have
contacted the warranty dept. I dont know who else to contact! I tryed looking online for a Corp.
Please help! October The automatic transmission on our '02 Beetle won't shift out of park when
the key is turned on. It appears to be an electrical problem, yet all of the fuses are okay. Any
suggestions? Anybody else had this problem and how is it fixed? I have a 99 vw beetle with 60,
miles on it i have had a transmission replaced at 20, Recently were were driving along and went
to downshift from whatever gear to second and hub said ohhhhh this doesnt feel good, well
needless to say the only gears we have are what we believe may be 3 and 4 if you put it into
reverse all we seem to get is a high forward gear. I heard that teh powertrain has a long ,ooo
mile warranty if u r original owner. Then is ok, speedometer doesn't register correctly and won't
go over 55 mph falls back at around So far new air filter, new fuel filter, cleaned MAF, I bought
the gasket to clean the throttle intake but havn't doen it yet, think I need a new speedometer
sensor but Haynes book says raise vehicle and access from underneath, I can,t find it from
underneath car. Not sure I fair leak could cause po error or not. Any ideas would be helpful.
November My 15 year love affair with Volkswagen has officially come to an end. I would like to
scream from the roof tops that this company doesn't back their product and does not care if
they lose loyal customers. And I will never buy another car from them again. It is a 5 speed
manual transmission. It has 10, miles on it to date. Thursday while attempting to drive up North
to visit my family for Thanksgiving the clutch started skipping and a horrible smelling white
smoke started blowing out of the car. We pulled over to see what was wrong, it finally stopped
smoking and the clutch was barely working. I called the local dealership Saturday morning and
they say "bring the car right in". We bring it in and then they tell us "well, we don't actually have
anybody who can look at it today but we'll see what we can do and call you". They call me at p. I
have been driving a stick shift since I was 16 years old. I'm sorry but if their product is so badly
made that the clutch will burn out after 10, miles I have no interest in putting my life in the
hands of Volkswagen. We called the corporate office to complain. The corporate office didn't
call back until the next day and told us we're out of luck, that's policy. Their policy is 12 months
or 12, miles for wear and tear items. We've had the car for 13 months. They don't care that we've
leased 2 other Volkswagens from them and have been a loyal, on-time paying, perfect lease
returning customer since They have never had one single issue with us. I am sad to see them
go January After driving Beetle more than 20 minutes, the 6-spd auto transmssion starts
intermittently shifting badly for both upshifting and downshifting. Problem doesn't happen
when cold or after sitting a while. Has anybody else experienced this? Any ideas? I too am
experiencing some of the same issues. Mainly, I notice a severe lurching occasionally when
coming to a stop. My car is not cold, and typically I have been driving for more than 15 minutes

when this happens. I am finding too that my driver window occasionally pops right back down
when I raise it. The dealer replaced a part and made some adjustments Yes, any thoughts and
advice would help. The dealership said they cannot find any codes to explain the shifting
issues. I love my car and really don't want to have to get rid of it!! February I have a turbo
Beetle. I am the original owner and I just recently paid it off. It has just over 80,M on it, and the
warranty was only 5 yrs or 50, I did not buy an extended warranty. The car has been to the
dealer for every single service check. Basically after driving the car on the freeway for some
distance, then driving for a few minutes in stop and go city traffic, the car will refuse to go from
2nd to 3rd gear. The engine will scream as the RPM's go into The only way to get the car to shift
into the next gear is to whomp on the gas pedal, drive the RPM's higher, and the car will lurch
into the next gear. When it's not refusing to go into gear at all, it is "rough shifting", which is
going into slightly higher RPM's than normal for a bit longer than usual, then finally shifting,
giving the car a little jerk as it does so. So far I have brought the car to the dealer for this
problem 5 times, and it is happening again. The first time I took it in the dealer could not
replicate the problem and told me to bring the car back if it happened again as they were not
detecting anything wrong with any of the systems. A short time later it happened a third time, so
I drove it in just before the New Years holiday, left the car running, found a mechanic that had
not gone home early who got in the car and confirmed the problem so at least I had a witness
now. Just a short time later it happened again for the fourth time, so back to the dealer,
kidnapped another mechanic, confirmed problem, they said the left rear tire had too deep of a
tread and was screwing with the Anti Skid Resistance system, which was reading the pressure
changes from the tread as wheel spinning and setting off the safety feature that kept the car
from shifting. They replaced the rear tire for free but not really, since they kept the brand new
tire they took off. Short time later, happens again for the fifth time. Back to the dealer, kidnap
same mechanic from fourth time, he confirms problem still happening, this time they said it was
a faulty valve in the transmission, which they fixed for free since the transmission they put in
the car has a warranty for 1 year or 12,M. Now, less than two weeks later it happened again as I
got off the freeway heading to work, about 40 miles from where I live and the VW dealer that I
bought the car from and has been taking care of the car since I bought it. I called the dealer
when I got to work and he says bring it in Monday this was Wednesday. I asked him why
Monday and he states that the mechanic who has been working on this is not in till Monday.
Goodie for him. Maybe that's the problem and they need to get a different mechanic, but from
the stories I have been reading here and at consumer affairs, it's the car and will probably never
be fixed correctly. Anyone got any advice besides driving the car up the dealers rear end? Yeah,
like I would ever buy a VW again. March I recently purchased a Beetle from a private dealer and
am unsure about how the transmission works. Do I have to take it to a dealer to have the fluid
checked or is it a "self check" transmission? Hi- your post is the only thing I can find online
about the problem you mentioned of not having 1st, 2nd, or reverse gears. The same thing just
happened to my girlfriends bug with miles on it. Did you figure out the problem? If you did, will
you let me know what the fix is please? Thanks- Doug. I am having the exact same issues with
my 04 convertible! Car is at the dealership now, awaiting their take on how to fix it. Took the car
in 6 months before the mile warranty expired , ago with the same issue, they said it was warped
rotors I gave up - just traded in the '04 Beetle. Had it to the dealer 3 times and they couldn't
resolve it. I'd be curious to know what it was and how much it cost to fix. I'll probably never buy
a VW again I almost throw my Vox to junk, good thing my dad a mechanic went home on time
and told my to buy the corresponding Volkswagen Beetle parts and a new battery. It went good,
I hope I'll never encounter that kind of problem again. It swiped away all my money. May I
recently got an 01 Beetle - 2. I've had it for 5 months and maybe put miles on it, most of them to
and from my mechanic. My current problem is something that I've seen other posts about but
haven't really seen any solutions. About 4 weeks ago the battery died. Interestingly enough,
when I went to get a new one and when they pulled up which one for the car a big warning came
up on the computer saying NOT to remove old battery because it could render the car
undriveable. So what the hell are you supposed to do? You gotta replace the battery So of
course now it won't shift right. From 2nd to 3rd it races the engine before it engages in gear. I
have a really good mechanic and he suspected the computer and tried several things that didn't
work. So my mechanic thought maybe the problem was the valve body inside the tranny. We
replaced it and the problem's still there. So now I'm faced with having to replace the damn
transmission but it just doesn't seem right. I still believe there's something electronic going on,
especially reading some of the other posts. Does anyone have any feedback for me on this
problem??? I'm at the end of my rope and the noose is getting tighter. June My heart is broken I bought my used VW bug - yellow, of course - early December of The person I bought it from, a
reputable mechanic in my area, had done work on it before putting it up for sale - however, he

did not replace the clutch because he noticed that it had already been replaced prior to him
getting the car. The clutch started slipping - severely - so I took it back to the fellow I bought if
from so he could take a look at it The car has 62, miles on it I have been driving a manual
transmission for the past 30 years I know how to drive stick My daughter has a 98 Beetle with
about , miles on it. We bought it used about a year ago with 98, miles on it. I don't have any
history on it - a Carfax turned up only regular maintanence for a couple years. I checked the
fluid level when we bought it and it was good. It ran perfect for about a year then started
lurching in drive every once in a while. Recently it started slipping bad and it's basically not
driveable. I pulled the pan and replaced the filter and gasket. The fluid was brown but did not
smell burned. There was a small amount of metal shavings on the pan magnet but not much
considering the mileage on the car. After servicing it, it still slips in and out of drive. Is there
anything else I can look for before I take it to a mechanic to have it checked out? July I have a
Beetle that has the exact same problems. I bought the car used in January with 60, miles on it. It
was fine at first, but by March was having the bad shifting problems when the engine was warm.
I took it to the dealer twice but both times they said they couldn't find anything wrong with the
transmission and couldn't replicate the issue. Finally, driving on the freeway, it finally stopped
shifting at all. I was stuck in third gear on the in LA. I had to pull to the shoulder and call a tow
truck to tow me to the dealer. It took them three days to even look at the car, at which point they
told me it needed a new transmission. Incidentally, the car had 66, miles on it and the
powertrain warranty expired at 65, Rather than pay it, I had the car towed to a transmission
specialist who's been in business since After sitting for a few days, the car was shifting
somewhat normally again. The transmission shop took it out for a drive and told me they
couldn't find anything wrong. I told them they had to take it for a longer drive, and then they
discovered the problem. They proceeded to take the entire transmission apart - it's burned and
black and does need to be replaced. However, the problem isn't caused by the transmission. It's
caused by the computer forcing the transmission to shift at improper times - wrong signals or
whatever. So the computer is messed up and that's messing up the transmission, causing it to
burn itself out. I have to have the computer fixed as well - if I just replace the transmission, it
will just happen again. Check the computer that tells the trasmission when to shift. When i took
my car to the dealer, after SEVERAL tries, they finally determined that there was some sort of
Sensor connected to the computer that was malfunctioning, causing the transmission to try to
shift inappropriately. After replacing the sensor, my car has not "lurched" since. I hope this
helps! Thank you! I printed out your post and am taking it to the transmission shop now. At
least it gives them something to try. I'll post back when my car is finished and let everyone
know if it's fixed. I am having the same problem witg my '98 NB. Know it has been some time
since your posting, just wondering if you got any help and how you got it fixed. I've had the
exact same thing happen to my Beetle. It started with having to over rev the engine to get from
2nd to 3rd when driving around town, you park it to do some shopping come back everything 's
normal. Took it in to the dealer and was told that the tranny needed servicing, of course while
your here you need a timing belt. I had my beetle serviced and a week later the same problem.
Took it back to the dealer with Hey! To anyone reading this don't feel alone you see I don,t have
dollars and no way to get it, Can't sell a car with bad transmission. Apparently, this is a
relatively common issue that can have a few different causes. After rebuilding the transmission,
the kicking problem was still there once the engine warmed up. It didn't fix the problem on my
car, though someone else here reported that fixed their car. The next lest expensive part to
replace was the valve body. Luckily, in my case. That fixed the problem. And we didn't have to
move on to the computer. Another transmission shop we consulted for guidance said they had
solved a similar issue by re-programming rather than replacing the transmission computer.
None of this was cheap. The dealer was in no way of any help throughout the process, and they
continue to insist that the only way to fix the problem is to replace the transmission. But at least
two other people have posted here with the same problem and reported that replacing the
transmission didn't fix the issue. So, there you go. It could have been very nearly paid off for the
cost of this one repair. September I have read all your problems with automatic transmission
stuck in third. Did anyone resolve this problem. HELP Jeanne. Hi Jeanne - in the post right
before yours, I wrote about the things I had to do to resolve the problem. Basically, my
transmission had to be completely re-built. Then the problem that caused the transmission to
become stuck in third had to be fixed. All the details are in my earlier post. Thanks for your
comment Natalie I have an appt with my VW dealer this Thur. Thanks Jeanne. The dealer will not
rebuild. Additionally, my transmission problem was actually caused by something else. Well
Natalie When I spoke with the service manager who I know personally as a previous coworker
suggested it my be a sensor problem. That was a good sign I just bought my "Bug" in April.
Everything was been AOK up till now. Have a great weekend Hi Natalie Everything is now aOK.

The problem was a trans control module. The module is replaced by removing the dash. Car
runs great I will dispute this with the VW Warranty rep. For those who don't know my problem
my Beetle would not shift from 3rd to 4th Thought I had to replace my transmission Lucky that
did not have to happen. Trans control module needed to be replaced. Wish me luck I plan on
printing all these posts in the forum as part as my ammo. Thanks for your support and replies.
December Hi Natalie, My fiance has a Beetle turbo and the transmission is kicking when
downshifting to 3rd and 2nd gear. Sounds like we need to replace the trans control module also
I hope! If anyone else is experiencing the same problem and solved it please let me know! Just
make sure to go and get the repairs before the transmission is ruined by the faulty control
module. I bought an automatic transmission 99 VW Beetle with , miles. I started having a
problem, I was starting the car and putting it in reverse to back out and then I'd switch it into
drive and the car would start rolling backward and would jerk and go forward. I would then
switch it into park and sit for a couple seconds then try it again, and it'd be fine. I brought it to a
mechanic and he said that the transmission fluid was burnt, and I'm waiting for the results.
Does anyone have any idea what could be wrong? Hello everyone! I've been reading a lot of
posts on here and on other forums and I think I might be having the same problem as some of
you. A few months ago, my 05 Beetle started to jerk when I would put on the brakes and
sometimes when I would step on the gas. I called the VW dealership and the guy said that it was
normal for VW's to do that when they are about 4 years old. I didn't really understand how it
could be normal, but I just left it as it was. It got a little it worse over time, but not much. About 2
months ago, I accidently ran over a cement block which caused my transmission pan to get
dented. I had that fixed and since then my car has been having shifting problems. When the car
gets warmed up after driving if for about 15 minutes or so , it will get stuck in a gear and the
engine will rev for a bit then jerk roughly into gear. I recently took my car in to get it looked at.
The mechanic wasn't sure what the problem could be, but he noticed that the car was low on
transmission fluid and that a piece in that area was bent and sort of melted or something that
piece had to be fixed in order to change the fluid. So, he fixed that, but the car still has the same
problem. When I drove it home after getting that piece fixed, the problem seemed liked it was
worse than before. When the engine was revving, the check engine light came on it was yellow
and the drive, park, reverse, etc initials each had brackets around them, instead of just the drive
[D]. My car is at a transmission shop now. At first, they couldn't find anything wrong with it.
Then they hooked it up to their computer and found a problem in the 4th gear. The mechanic
isn't sure what the problem is, so in order to find out, he has to rebuild the transmission. So,
even if that ends up not being the problem, I'll still have to pay for the rebuild. I cannot afford to
pay for the trans to be rebuilt. So, I was just wondering, should I try to save money to get the
trans fixed? Is it worth it? Could it be caused from something else other than the transmission?
Any help would be greatly appreciated. Thanks, Krissy. Krissy, Whats the status of your car?
Same thing happened to my girlfriends car turbo convertible this last week. When stopped at a
light it "bang" really loud and jerk forward then not come out of gear and rev really high. The
engine light came on and all the gears selections on the dash were surrounded in brackets.
Brought it to VW, they told me my girlfriend spilled something on the shifter to make it stick,
girlfriend said it was always like that they took it apart and claened it up and regreased it. Said
the engine light was something else that came on the same time but is a recirculating valve in
the turbo. They said the tranny goes into "limp"mode if the tranny gets the wrong info from the
shifter, basicall the shifter is telling the tranny something wrong. That doesnt really protect the
tranny when your car stays in first driving down the road. Seems like we have the same prob
and i would be curious to find out what hapend to yours! Aloha, I own a VW Beetle that has all
the typical problems including malfunctioning air bag light check recalls for your year! If you
have the hard shift and the slippage into neutral feel like you ride in a carnival bumper car you
need to find out if the problem is indeed mechanical which will need actual trans repair or
another contributing problem that is making the trans malfunction. If there is no obvious
contributing factor, i. You want to ask you mechanic to look for metal shavings on the magnet. If
there are significant metal shavings on the magnet then it is a mechanical problem and will
need to be rebuilt. A rough labor estimate should be hours. Make sure you exhaust all
contributing factors while keeping costs low. Overheating on these cars is common especially
since the warning light no gauge doesn't even come on until almost deg. Your water pump,
thermostat, driver and passenger side cooling fans, radiator, all work together to cool your
vehicle including trans fluid. The stock cooling fan motors often blow out the low speed and
only operate on high when the vehicle is already too hot. The stock water pump has a plastic
type spool and should be replaced with a metal spool to avoid total timing belt meltdown and
especially clogging in the radiator are all common factors that lead to hot operations and
overheating. An overheated vehicle can lead to burned up trans fluid and hard shifting. Don't

repair expensive cooling parts until you check the magnet!!!!! Aftermarket alarms, roadside
jump starts, incorrect new battery install, and on the fritz alternator can all lead to malfunction
trans. Again check the magnet first!!!! With Aloha, Ashley. After searching the internet and
reading horror stories of this make and model and spending lots of money on a car that has
only 40, miles on :lemon: it having problem after problem over the last couple of months i did
the best thing imaginable. They got the engine light to go away and the brackets around the
gear selection indicator. The mechanic at the VW dealership said that it might only be a
temporary fix. Brought it down to the local Honda dealership, of course after doing my research
on edmunds. I don't think i'll have any problems for a while April I have a 99 New Beetle, original
owner. The car has , miles on it. Without warning, I was driving at 30 mph, stopped at a traffic
light, and when the light turned green, I could only accelerate an inch or so at a time. The clutch
felt the same, but the shifter has lost all control. I had it towed home. Has anyone had any
similar problems? God, I wanted a Beetle since they came out with the model. I got a Beetle two
years ago. But what a piece of crap. Mention of that trade-in has got me thinking Anyway, for a
while now while driving on the freeway or something I felt like the car suddenly stopped
listening to my gas pedal, but I told myself it was the wind--until today. There was a clear
seconds after a stop light that I tried to go--did at first--then it just wouldn't listen. Then it was
back. I took it immediately to my VW mechanic who told me it was my catalytic converter. Went
driving tonight--hmmm, not the catalytic converter. That kind of pisses me off not just cuz it's a
waste of money, but from this forum I'm seeing that these symptoms seem to be tied regularly
to transmission problems. For the love of God, don't get a Beetle if you're looking into it right
now. Being turned on and accelerate and release the pedal, the RPMs drop quickly. Which is the
most common problem in the transmission of the beetle. Now they are saying I need a new
tranny. Just not worth it. I love my beetle, but not that much. Your heart will be broken. Now I
hope when I try to trade it in, it doesn't jerk while they test drive it. Wish me luck. Sounds like
I'm not the only one! I found this forum just now while looking up beetle transmission issues, I'd
heard of them happening often and was trying to post and find if Volkswagen intends on doing
any sort of a recall. For now they haven't but I intend to post everywhere in hopes of them
finally hearing enough Here's my story. Bought my dream car in May and next month will be a
year. It's a Beetle convertible and had 50k miles on it. Around Oct or Nov I noticed how hard it
was shifting down. It would just jerk from gear to gear until I would come to a complete stop. I
drove for a Christmas party mid Dec round trip of 3 hours and was fine. I parked the car in my
driveway for 5 min then got in it to go to the grocery store and about a quarter mile from my
house while up-shifting it couldn't make it out of third gear! My heart dropped I knew this was
bad, bad news. Took it to three mechanics before one could tell me he'd need to rebuild the
transmission. Between three mechanics and ordering parts it took three months to fix! Just got
it back about a month ago and it sounds like I'm riding around with a crock pot under my feet.
Something just rattles like metal clanking anytime I get in and just take off, seems like it does it
all around town but here's the thing. My mechanic is about 40m away and by the time I get it to
him each time to have him test drive it the noise is gone. It's like after it warms up it silences.
Anybody have any suggestions? He says he believes me but it warming up and quitting doesn't
make sense. Furthermore he informed me that it seems beetles and jettas alike have this issue.
Also he had to order all my parts from California which added to the headache Kentucky and
ordered several before he could get 4th gear back. This was all after replacing the thermostat
and the dipstick holder. But I'm looking up, this is the end right? I love my car. Oh and by the
way when I took it to him yesterday there were two more beetles there with the same problem. If
they rebuilt your ask if they only did a rebuild kit and torque converter or if they actually
replaced the transmission piston. Remember there is no trans dipstick so they need to overfill
and then bleed off. I'm assuming your dipstick holder is for the oil. If you believe that the
clanking is trans based you might need to simply reset the transmission computer. If done
correctly then yes, it is the end, clanking could be a million things I've read most of the posts on
this site. I am experiencing the same issues. I bought my car used last year and started
experiencing lurching recently when braking and after about 15 minutes of driving. Please be
careful, because the crooks are out there!! My car is now at another independent dealer who
has identified the transmission sensor as being the problem. I hope this resolves the problem. I
have a new Beetle and I wish I would have found this forrum before I bought. I am also having
transmission problems. It down shifts really hard and brackets show up around every gear on
the gear indicator. This is very anoying when you have less than , miles on the car. Also there
have been many other small things break in the interior. I bought this car for my wifes birthday
abn it has continously given us problems with fit and finish, and good luck finding someone to
even do a frontend alignment. Enough complaining. Does anyone know were the transmission
dip stick is at on a 6 speed auto trans. Announced earlier today, Volkswagen of America has d
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ecided to recall 13, of their cars The Boston Globe reports. The reason? Problems with a
dual-clutch transmission that causes a warning light on the dashboard to appear. Audi of
America, the luxury division of Volkswagen, also made a recall yesterday. This affected 2,
vehicles with similar problems. All of the cars were built between September and August A
limited number of MY A3 cars equipped with S tronic transmissions are also affected.
Volkswagen said some of their vehicles could have a faulty temperature sensor in the
transmission, which could lead to the warning light showing up on the dashboard. In rare cases,
the transmission could shift into neutral Yowza! Audi also cited problems with warning lamps,
and the same problem of the transmission shifting into neutral in rare cares. If you own one of
the cars affected by the recall, you will be contacted by Volkswagen so that you can take the car
into a shop for repairs or new sensors. Call them at ". Sign In or Register to comment.

